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I see the sunset, its shimmering beauty awes me
At the end of the day, there's nothing left undone
An amazing wonder, this life that burns within me
It is the Source, the source of what's to come.

Being present is a full reward
Reflection leads to insight down the road
Feeling deep stillness in every single thing
Brings a glimpse of truth as yet untold.

I feel a presence that feeds my deepest soul
It's a silence, peace, and love rolled into one
In that warm haven, my heart fills up with joy
As the pieces of my life at last are joined.

Being present is a full reward
Reflection leads to insight down the road
Feeling deep stillness in every single thing
Brings a glimpse of truth as yet untold.

It takes practice to feel that deep connection
As the have of this world goes on and on
Soul-centered life has a deep attraction
That ever draws me back for more and more
That ever draws me back for more and more.